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I. Introduction and Summary 

The theory of deterrence has been concerned primarily with situations in which in- 
dividuals consider whether to commit a single harmful act. For instance, a person 
may be deciding whether to discharge a pollutant into a lake. In some contexts, how- 
ever, a person may be contemplating which of several harmful acts to commit- 
whether to discharge a pollutant into a lake or instead to discharge it onto the ground 
(where it might cause a different level of harm). In such contexts, the threat of sanc- 
tions plays a role in addition to the usual one of deterring individuals from commit- 
ting harmful acts: it influences which harmful acts undeterred individuals choose to 
commit. Notably, undeterred individuals will have a reason to commit less rather 
than more harmful acts if expected sanctions rise with harm. 

This tendency is sometimes said to reflect marginal deterrence because an individual 
will be deterred from committing a more harmful act owing to the difference, or 
margin, between the expected sanction for it and for a less harmful act. The term 
“marginal deterrence” seems to be due to Stigler (1970), but the notion has been well 
known from the time of some of the earliest writing on sanctions. See Beccaria (1770, 
32), Montesquieu (1748, Book VI, Ch. 16, 161-62), and Bentham (1789, 171). Ben- 
tham, for example, states (citing an essentially identical passage of Montesquieu) that 
an object of punishment is “to induce a man to choose always the least mischievous 
of two offenses; therefore where two offenses come in competition, the punishment 
for the greater offense must be sufficient to induce a man to prefer the less.” 

A point of the present note, however, is that considerations of marginal deterrence 
are not a r&on d’e^tre for sanctions to rise with harm. Optimal sanctions rise with harm 
in models with marginal deterrence only if one makes a particular assumption about 
enforcement effort-that it is of a general nature (in a sense to be defined). But this 
assumption also implies that optimal sanctions rise with harm in the usual models 
without marginal deterrence. Still, as will be noted, marginal deterrence does have a 
more refined implication for optimal sanctions under the assumption of general en- 
forcement effort. 

To investigate marginal deterrence, I consider a simple model with monetary sanc- 
tions in which each person can do nothing or commit one of two harmful acts: either 
act 1, a low harm act, or act 2, a high harm act. Because individuals choose between 
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two harmful acts, the model allows for marginal deterrence. This two-act model was 
introduced in Reinganum and Wilde (1986) and is studied further in Wilde (1989). 
I consider also a related one-act model in which some individuals choose whether to 
commit act 1, others choose whether to commit act 2, but none has the opportunity 
to choose between the two acts. Hence, there is no possibility for marginal deterrence 
in the one-act model. Comparison of these models will allow us to determine the 
influence on optimal enforcement of marginal deterrence, of the opportunity of in- 
dividuals to choose between committing different harmful acts.i 

As was indicated, the conclusions depend on the nature of enforcement effort. 
Suppose first that enforcement effort can be controlled independently for each 
harmful act, so that the probability of apprehension is specific to each act. Then in 
both models the optimal sanction for each act is the maximal sanction, the entire 
wealth of a person. The reason is well known and due essentially to Becker (1968): 
If the sanction for an act were less than maximal, the sanction could be raised and 
the probability of apprehension lowered so as to keep the expected sanction for the 
act constant; deterrence of the act would therefore be maintained, but enforcement 
resources conserved; hence, social welfare could be improved. Thus, in both models, 
optimal sanctions are equal, to wealth, for acts 1 and 2.’ Optimal probabilities of 
apprehension, however, are generally different f-or the acts (higher for act 2 than for 
act 1 under certain assumptions).” 

For optimal sanctions to be different for the two acts, enforcement cannot be spe- 
cific to the act. Suppose, instead, that enforcement effort is of a general nature, af- 
fecting in the same way the probability of apprehension for committing different 
harmful acts; therefore, assume that the probability of apprehension for committing 
act 1 equals that for committing act 2.4 Then the argument of Becker does not apply 
independently for each act; if the probability of apprehension is lowered for act 1, 
the probability is simultaneously lowered for act 2. (How, exactly, this alters the 
Becker argument is best understood from the analysis.) It is shown under this as- 
sumption that in both the one-act model and the two-act model, the sanction for act 
1 is typically lower than that for act 2, which is maximal. (Hence the earlier statement 
that marginal deterrence is not in itself a reason for sanctions to rise with harm.) The 
explanation is that in both models, it is best for the expected sanction for act 1 to be 

‘The principal contribution of this note is that it compares the one-act model to the two-act model. ‘lb carry 

out the comparison. it is simpler to consider the case of monetary sanctions. Reinganum and Wilde (1986) and 

Wilde (1989) restrict attention to the two-act model and emphasize the case of non-monetary sanctions. 

Yl‘hat optimal sanctions are extreme in the two-act model when enforcement is specific is hrst observed in 

Reinganum and Wilde (1986). 

:‘Corlsideration of marginal deterrence enter-s into the determination of the optimal probabilities of appre- 

hension in the two-act model, but there is no necessary relationship between these optimal probabilities and 

those in the one-act model. 

‘In Shavell (IYYI), I analyze and contrast general and specific enforcement effort in a one-act model. ‘l-he 

assumption 01. general enforcement effort is appropriate whenever, by virtue of his activity, an enforcement 

agent has the opportunity to apprehend those committing different types of violations. For example, a police- 

man on the beat will be able to apprehend both car thieves and burglars. whoever he happens to see committing 

a crime. However, the policeman will not necessarily apprehend thieves and burglars with the same probability; 

the assumption that general enforcement effort results in the same probability of apprehension f.or different 

acts is a simplifying one, the importance of which is noted in the concluding remarks. 
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lower than the expected sanction for act 2; and since the probability of apprehension 
for both acts must be the same, the optimal sanction for act 1 is less than that for act 
2. It is also shown that in the one-act model, the optimal expected sanction for act 1 
typically equals the harm done by act 1, whereas in the two-act model the optimal 
expected sanction for act 1 is below the harm done by act 1. (This is the more refined 
conclusion about the difference that marginal deterrence makes.) 

The interpretation of the latter result reflects marginal deterrence: it is socially 
beneficial in the two-act model to lower the expected sanction for act 1 somewhat 
below the harm that act does, for this induces certain individuals who would have 
committed the more harmful act 2 to commit act 1 instead (even though some indi- 
viduals who would not have committed any harmful act now commit act 1). 

The model and the analysis is presented in Section II, and concluding remarks are 
offered in Section III. 

II. The Model 

The model is as described in the Introduction. Risk-neutral individuals may commit 
harmful acts, of which there are two: act 1, resulting in a low level of harm, and act 
2, resulting in a high level of harm. If an individual commits a harmful act, he derives 
a benefit; otherwise, he does not. In one version of the model, the one-act model, 
half of the individuals choose whether or not to commit act 1, and half of the indi- 
viduals choose whether or not to commit act 2.5 In the other version of the model, 
the two-act model, each individual may choose whether to commit either act 1 or act 
2. If an individual commits a harmful act and is apprehended, he will pay a money 
sanction. Specifically, let 

h, = harm due to act i; i = 1, 2; 0 < h, < h,; 

b, = benefit if an individual commits act i; 6, F [O,b]; h2 < b; 

f;(b,) = probability density of b,;J; is positive on [O,b]; 

w = wealth of each individual; 

s, = sanction for committing act i; s, ~5 [O,w]. 

The total population size is 1. In the two-act model, the benefits b, and b, of individ- 
uals are independently distributed.6 

Social welfare equals the benefits individuals derive from their acts less the harm 
done less enforcement costs (to be described). 

Observe that first-best behavior in the one-act model is for an individual to commit 
act i if and only if b, 2 h,.’ In the two-act model, first-best behavior is for an individual 
to commit act i if and only if b, 3 h, and b, - h, 3 b, - h, (i # j). 

The one-act and two-act models will now be compared under the assumption that 
enforcement effort is specific to the act and then that enforcement effort is general. 

‘The fraction one-half is used for concreteness; it will be evident that none of the propositions depends on 
the assumption about the f.raction of the population who may choose a particular act. 

61t will be clear that the propositions to be established do not depend on this simplifying assumption 

‘In the case where b, = h,, I adopt the convention that it is best f.or a person to commit the harmful act, and 
I make a similar assumption later that an individual will commit a harmful act if b, equals the expected sanction. 
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A. Specific Enforcement 

If enforcement effort is specific to the act, let 

e, = enforcement effort devoted to apprehending those who commit act i; 

p,(e) = probability of apprehending someone who commits act i; p;(e,) > 0. 

One-act model. In the one-act model, a person will commit act i if and only if 6, 3 
pas,. Social welfare is therefore 

.5 P;A,(b, - h,)f(b,)db, + I 

6 
.5 I (by - ~~)f2(bJdb~ - (e, + Q) (I) 

p‘Y2 

The first term is associated with those who commit act 1, the second with those who 
commit act 2, and the third is enforcement effort. Exp. (1) is to be maximized over 
the s, and e,. Here and throughout this paper, * will denote optimal values of variables. 
The e:is assumed to be positive (otherwise the enforcement problem is not of inter- 
est). The following proposition will be shown in the appendix (as are the other prop- 
ositions). 

Proposition 1. In the one-act model with specific enforcement, (a) optimal sanctions for the 
two acts are the same and equal to the maximal sanction, wealth. (b) The expected sanction for 
each act is less than the harm it causes. (c) The optimal probabilities of apprehension for the 
acts are generally different (and are determined by condition (Al) in the appendix). 

Notes.H (1) It is possible that p;w >&w. However, a sufficient condition forp;w < 
p;w is that the functions p, and p, are equal and that the densities f, and&, are equal. 

(2) The reason that p@ < h, is that if p,w were equal to h,, a reduction in e, would 
allow a first-order savings in enforcement effort, but it would not result in a first- 
order loss due to underdeterrence, since those who would just be willing to commit 
act i would obtain benefits of approximately h,. 

Two-act model. In the two-act model, an individual will commit act 1 if b, 2 p,s, and 
b, - p,s, 2 6, - p,r,; he will commit act 2 under a similar condition; and he will 
commit neither act if b, < PJ, for both i. Figure 1 illustrates the regions in which act 
1, act 2, or neither will be committed. From Figure 1, it is apparent that the following 
expression gives social welfare: i 

I I b, -P,', +Py2 

P,‘, ‘1 
(h - h)f;,hJdbd,f,(Wh 

P,', b 
+ I I 0 (b, - h&4b,)db,f,(b,)db, 

fi2’2 

5 

I I 

h 

+ 

PI7 
b,_Y,3,+P2p(b2 - h2)f2(b2)db4fi(bl)dbl - (e, + e& 

(2) 

The first term is associated with those who commit act 1 and the second and third 
terms with those who commit act 2. We have 

“Claims made in these and other notes that are not clear are~justitied in the appendix 
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Proposition 2. In the two-act model with specific enforcement, (a) optimal sanctions for the 
two acts are the same and equal to the maximal sanction, wealth. (b) The expected sanction for 
each act is less than the harm it does. (c) The optimal probabilities of apprehension for the acts 
are generally different (and are determined by conditions (A2) and (A3) in the appendix). 

Notes. (1) Again, it is possible that p;w > plw, and a sufficient condition for p;w < 
pfw is that the functions p, are equal and that the densitiesJ; are equal. 

(2) The conditions determining the p: reflect marginal deterrence. 
(3) p;“w < h, for essentially the reason applying in the one-act model, to save en- 

forcement effort. 

Comparison of the one-act and two-act models. Optimal enforcement is similar in the 
models. In both models, optimal sanctions are maximal for acts 1 and 2, and in both 
models the optimal expected sanction for each act is less than harm. The only dif- 
ference is that determination of the optimal p, in the two-act model implicitly involves 
considerations of marginal deterrence.g 

“However, there does not appear to be any simple relationship between the optimal p, m the one-act and 

two-art models. 
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B. General Enforcement 

If‘ enforcement is general, let 

e = enforcement effort devoted to apprehending those who commit either act; 

p(r) = probability of apprehension; p’(e) > 0. 

One-act model. In the one-act model, an individual will commit act i if and only if 
b, 2 fis,, so that social welfare is 

.5 /; (h, - h,)f,(b,)db, + 
J^, 

.5 : (6, - h,)$J(b,)db, - e. 
I (3) 

P 

The following is true, assuming that e* is positive. 
Proposition 3. In the one-act model with general enforcement, (a) the optimal sanction for 

the less harmful act is s; = h,lp , so that the expected sanction equals the harm h, (unless h,lp” 
exceeds wealth, in which case ST equals wealth). (b) The optimal sanction for the more harmful 
act equals wealth, and the expected sanction is less than the harm it causes. (c) The optimal 
probability of apprehension is determined by a condition given in the appendix (see (A5) and 

(Ah)). 
Note. p*w < h, in order to save enforcement effort, as explained in note (2) to Prop- 

osition 1. Because p* is general, it cannot be lowered specifically for act 1; thus p*s, = 
h, may well be optimal. Equivalently, were p* such that p’w < h,, then p*w might be so 
much less than h, as to cause a serious problem of underdeterrence of act 2. 

Two-act model. By analogy to (2), it is evident that social welfare is 

(4) 

+ (6, - h,)~~,(b,)db,f,(b,)db, - e. 

Assuming that e’ is positive, we have 
Proposition 4. In the two-act model with general enforcement, (a) the optimal sanction for 

the less harmful act is such that the expected sanction is less than the harm caused by the act. 
(6) The sanction for the more harmful act equals wealth, and the expected sanction is less than 
the harm due to the act. (c) The optimal probability of apprehension is determined by a condition 
given in the appendix (see (A7)). 

Note. The reason that p*.s; < h, reflects marginal deterrence. Specifically, assume 
that p’s, = h, and consider the two effects of lowering s, slightly. The first effect has 
to do with marginal deterrence: some individuals who were just willing to commit 
act 2 will now just prefer to commit act 1. This will raise social welfare. An individual 
who was just willing to commit act 2 is someone for whom 6, is approximately equal 
to p*w. But p*w we know is less than h, (in order to save enforcement costs), implying 
that the individual would reduce social welfare by the positive amount hp - p*w if he 
commits act 2. If the individual is now just willing to commit act 1, however, his 
benefit 6, must be approximately h,, so that he will not reduce social welfare if he 
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commits act 1. Hence, by inducing individuals to commit act 1 rather than act 2, a 
loss in social welfare is avoided. The second effect of lowering S, slightly is that some 
individuals who would not have committed any act may now commit act 1. But this 
causes no reduction in social welfare since the benefits of the individuals must be 
approximately equal to h,. 

Comparison of the one-act and two-act models. In both models, the sanction for act 1 
is lower than that for act 2, which is wealth (except in the case where the constraint 
S, s w is binding). However, p’s; < h, in the two-act model, whereas in the one-act 
model p’s; = hnsuggesting a tendency for s, to be lower in the two-act model. This 
is only a tendency because the optimal probabilities p’ are generally different in the 
two models. 

III. Concluding Remarks 

(a) A point that is made in the proofs to propositions 3 and 4 (see step (i)) deserves 
emphasis. Namely, it is observed that if the expected sanction can be set equal to 
harm for each act (that is, if the wealth constraint is not binding), then first-best 
behavior results in both the one-act model and the two-act model. In other words, 
when expected sanctions equal harm, not only do individuals decide correctly 
whether or not to commit single harmful acts-the usual type of deterrence is opti- 
mal-so do undeterred individuals decide optimally which harmful acts to commit- 
marginal deterrence also is optimal. This point is relevant in contexts where expected 
sanctions are, in fact, approximately equal to harm, or could be (because the proba- 
bility of sanctions is high and the wealth of most individuals exceeds the needed 
sanctions). 

(b) In the model with general enforcement effort, recall that it was assumed that 
the probability of apprehension was the same for each act. More realistically, the 
probability of apprehension, though determined by general enforcement effort, may 
vary with the act. If the probability of apprehension were to fall with the harmfulness 
of acts, the results obtained in both the one-act and two-act models that sanctions 
ought to rise with harm would be reinforced, but if the probability of apprehension 
were to rise with harm, the results might be reversed. 

(c) Marginal deterrence is of relevance in two types of situation that seem worth 
distinguishing. The first is typified by the examples mentioned in the Introduction, 
where a person chooses whether to discharge a pollutant into a lake or onto the 
ground. 

The other type of situation is where a person chooses whether to increase the harm 
he does when committing one harmful act by committing an additional harmful act, 
the classic example being the person who kidnaps and then decides whether to kill 
his hostage. In such a situation, consideration of marginal deterrence does not imply 
that the sanction for the more harmful act, murder, should exceed that for the less, 
kidnapping. To accomplish marginal deterrence, all that is necessary is that sanctions 
for committing multiple harmful acts be cumulative. As long as there is a sanction for 
murder that is added to the sanction for kidnapping, there will be a reason for the 
kidnapper not to commit the additional crime of murder; this will be true whether 
or not the sanction for murder alone is higher than that for kidnapping alone. 

(d) The main results obtained here appear to apply where there is a continuum of 
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harmful acts (the quantity of a pollutant that is discharged) and individuals in the 
multiple-act model may choose any act in the continuum. In such a case, if enforce- 
ment is specific, the simple argument given above implies that the optimal sanction 
for each act will be maximal (with enforcement effort varying among acts), and if 
enforcement is general, optimal sanctions will vary with acts (the schedule of sanc- 
tions being the solution to an optimal control theory problem). 

(e) In the case where sanctions are non-monetary, I have not succeeded in obtain- 
ing an appealing characterization of the difference between the one-act and the two- 
act models, although one supposes that in some general sense the results should be 
similar to those discussed here. 
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Appendix 

Proof of Proposition 1. If SF < w, raise s, to w and reduce e, so that p,w = p$,T Hence, 
from (l), it is clear that the behavior of those who might commit act i will not be 
affected, but since e, is lower, (1) is higher, contradicting the optimality of s; Thus, 
s* = w. 

From (1) it is clear that the first-order condition determining e: is 

- .5p;(e,)wJ(p,w)(P,w - 4 = 1. 641) 

It is evident from (Al) that in general e; will be unequal to e;, and thatp:w < h,. 
Notes to Proposition 1. With regard to the claim about the possibility that p;w > 

p;w, suppose, for example, that f, is very high in an interval [k,,h,]; that&, is very low 
in an interval [k&J; and that k, > k, > 0. Then (Al) will be satisfied for p,w in [k,,h,], 

but (Al) cannot be satisfied for p,w in [k,w,hJ, so that p;w < p;w. 
With regard to the other claim of Note (l), observe that (Al) is of the form 

g(e,,h,) = 0, which implicitly determines e, as a function of h,. Differentiating this with 
respect to h,, one obtains ei(hJ = -g*(e,,h,)/g,(e,,h,). But the denominator is negative 
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(the second order condition for e, to be an optimum), so that sign el = sign gj = 
.5p~wf;(p,w) > 0. Hence, e, is increasing in h,. From this the claim follows. 

Proof of Proposition 2. The argument in the previous proof shows that ST = w. Using 
this fact and differentiating (2) with respect to the e,, one obtains the first-order con- 
ditions 

-P&dwf,i(p,wNp,w - h,Fdp,w) (A21 

I 

b 
+ p&W p,y’(P~ w - M - cp,w - Ulf?Q+ - p,w + ppW)f,i(b,)db, = 1 

and 

-p&2b$dp2w)(p~w - MF,(Ptw) 

I 
i; + p&& p w - fh) - cp2w - ~2)lf;L@l - PIW + P,w)f,Q4& = 1, 

643) 

where the F, are cumulative distribution functions. The e, and e4 satisfying (A2) and 
(A3) will generally be different. 

Assume that p,w 2 h,. Then since the first term in (A2) is non-positive, the second 
term must be positive, which implies that p,w - h, > p,w - h,, so that p,w > h,. 
However, p,w > h2 means that the first term in (A3) is negative, so that the second 
term in (A3) is positive, which implies that p,w - h, > pnw - h,. This is a contradic- 
tion. A symmetric argument shows that p,w 2 h, leads to a contradiction. Hence, 
p,w < h,, as claimed. 

Notes to Proposition 2. With regard to the claim of Note (l), observe first that if 
p,w > p,w, social welfare could be increased by reversing the et.” Hence, it must be 
that p,w S p,w. If p,w = p,w, however, then examination of (A2) and (A3) leads to a 
contradiction.” 

With regard to Note (2), observe that (A2) and (A3) reflect considerations of mar- 
ginal deterrence; the second term in each is associated with the effect of undeterred 
individuals switching from act 1 to 2 or from 2 to 1 as e, or e2 is raised. 

Proof of Proposition 3. The argument consists of several steps. 
(i) Given any positive p, if S, satisfying ps, = h, is feasible, that is, if h& S w, then 

S, = h,/p is optimal; otherwise, S, = w is optimal: If ps, = h,, first-best behavior results, 
so 5, = h@ is optimal if it is feasible. Otherwise, s, = w is optimal, as it will deter the 
greatest number of individuals who ought to be deterred from committing act i.” 

‘“If, initially, e, = a > b = e2. for some positive a and b, so that p,w = p(a)w > pqw = p(b)w, set el = b and 
ep = a, so that plw = p(b)w < p2w = p(a)w. It is easy to verify (I omit details) that, since the densitiesA are equal 

and independently distributed, the total benefits derived by the set of individuals who commit acts are equal 
in the two &ations. However, in the second situation more individuals commit act I and fewer act 2 than in 

the first situation. Thus, less harm is done in the second situation. Total enforcement effort is a + b in both 

situations. Therefore, social welfare is higher in the second situation. 

“If p,w = p2w and thef; = /and the p, = p, (AZ) becomes -p’wfpw)(pw - h,)F(pw) + p’wl(h, - h&b,)* 
db, = I and (A3) becomes -p’wf(pw)(pu’ - h,)F(pw) - p’wJ‘(h, - h2)f(b,)2db, = 1. These are two equations of 
the form a(pw - h,) + b = 1 and a(pw - h,) - b = I, where a is unequal to zero. Solving each for I - b, we 
deduce that pw - h, = -pw + hs. or that pw = (h, + h&i’ > h,. This contradicts pw i h,, which was shown 
in the proposition. 

“The claim of this paragraph can be verified as well from differentiation of (3). The derivative of (3) with 

respect to s1 (the derivative with respect to s1 is analogous) is - .5p(psl - h,)f,(ps,); this is zero if psi = h, and 
is positive for sI such that p.~, < h,. 
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(ii) s; = w: Ifs; < w, then, by (i), s; = hqlj!I and, since tL,lp < h,lp, ST = h,lp. Hence, 
e and p can be lowered slightly and s, and sq both raised so that ps, = h, still holds. 
Thus, the behavior of individuals will be unchanged, yet P will be lower, contradicting 
the optimality of s;. 

(iii) p*w < h,: Ifp *ELI > h,, then (i) implies sf = h,/p*; but this meanss; < w,contra- 
dieting (ii). Hence, p*w s h,. Now the derivative of (3) with respect to P is 

-.5p’(e)[s,(ps, - h,)f,(ps,) + s2(p.sL - h$@.Q] - 1. (A4) 

Ifpw = h,, then (i) implies that ps, = h,, so (A4) reduces to - 1, meaning that welfare 
can be raised by lowering P and p. Hence, p*w must be less than h,. 

(iv) p* is determined by 

- .5p’(e)s,(pw - t&(ps,) = 1 (A5) 

ifs; < w; and p’ is determined by 

- .5p’(e)w(puj - h,)f,(pw) + w(pw - h&(pw)] = 1 (‘46) 

if $7 = w: This is clear from what was shown about the ST and from substitution in 

(A4). 
Proof of Proposition 4: The argument again consists of a series of steps. 
(i) Given any positive p, if .s2 such that psY = h, is feasible, that is, if pw 2 h,, then 

.$ = h21p and S; = h,lp: Under the assumption, ps, = h,, so that first-best behavior 
results. Hence, the s, must be optimal.” 

(ii) p*.y; G h,:Ifp*s; > h,, then p*w < h,; for otherwise, by (i),p*s; = h,, a contradiction. 
Thus, assume p’w < h, and reduce s, so that p*s, = h,. Two changes in behavior occur. 
First, some individuals who had committed neither act are led to commit act 1. This 
raises social welfare, since an individual who commits act 1 must be one for whom 
6, 3 h,. Second, some individuals who had committed act 2 commit act 1. This also 
raises social welfare. For if an individual chooses act 1 over 2, then 6, - h, > b, - 

p*s2; but since p*w < h,, we know that p*s, < h,, so that b2 - p*s, > b, - h,. Hence, the 
choice of act 1 indeed raises social welfare, a contradiction. 

(iii) s.1 = w: Let us show that ifs; < w, we are led to a contradiction in each of two 
possible cases: when p*w 2 h,, and when p*w < h,. 

If p*w 2 h,, then by (i),p*s: = h,. Kaise s:, to w and reduce e and p so that pw = h,. 

With this p, raise s, also so that ps, = h,. (This is possible, since h, < h2.) Then behavior 
will not have changed, yet P is lower, so that welfare is higher, a contradiction. 

If p*w < h,, raise s2 to w and raise J, to the minimum ofs; + (w - SC ), h,/p*, and w. 
(Since, by (ii), ST c h,/p’, we know that s, is indeed less than or equal to the new s,.) 
Then social welfare will increase. There are three possible types of change in behav- 
ior. First, an individual who had committed act 2 may decide not to commit either 
act. This must raise welfare, since for such an individual, b, < p*w < h,. Second, an 
individual who had committed act 1 may decide not to commit either act; this too 
must raise social welfare since for such an individual 6, < p*s, G h,. Third, an individ- 
ual who had committed act 2 may instead commit act 1. (This is possible since s, is 
raised by,an amount less than or equal to w - s2, *. and for that reason, no one would 
switch from act 1 to act 2.) For such an individual, 6, - p*w =S b, - .s,, but b, - h, < 
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b, - p*w, since p*w < h,, and 6, - s, s b, - h,, by definition of s,. Hence b, - h, < 
b, - h,, meaning that social welfare is raised by the switch to act 1. 

(iv) p*w < h,: If p*w > h,, then, by (i), s; = h,lp* < w, which contradicts (iii). Hence, 
p*w 6 h,. Now the derivative of (4) with respect to e is (after cancellation) seen to be 

P’(e){ -s,j-,@,)(Ps, - W,(Pw) 

+ (w - s,) f (Ps, I - h, - Pw + WG, - Ps, + Pw)f,,O% 

- v%P4crW’ $44(P~J - 1. 

(A7) 

If p*w = h,, (i) implies thatp‘s; = h,, so that (A7) reduces to - 1 < 0, and thus (4) 
is increased by lowering e. Hence, p*w < h, must be true. 

(v)p*s; < h,: If p*w ( h,, the claim is trivially true. Otherwise, by (ii), we need only 
rule out the possibility that p*s, = h,. The derivative of (4) with respect to s, is 

-Pf;(Ps,)(Ps, - W&w) (A@ 

I 

I 
+ P 

PSI 
[(Pw - h) - (PS, - h,)lh(b, - PS, + Pdf,,(Wh. 

1fp*s, = h,, then (A8) is negative, since, by (iv), p*w < h2. Hence, it must be beneficial 
to lowers,, andp*sy < h, must hold. 

(vi) p’ is determined by the condition that exp. (A7) = 0: This is evident, since (A7) 
is the derivative of (4) with respect to e. 


